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On June 1 the second full-lenght album by Nuclear Salvation, "Ruins Of Reality", will be out
on the market.
All songs on the album are written by guitarists Daniel Jonasson & Markus Svensson.
Compared to the debut album, "The Beginning Of The End", the new songs are more melodic
and have much more diversity. Thanks to the great mixing by Studio Fredman the production is
also way much better and modern.
The influences from 80's thrash metal are still there but with a more modern touch. With "Ruins
Of Reality" Nuclear Salvation really proves that they don't wanna become another retro thrash
metal band.
This time Nuclear Salvation has a full line-up and Andreas Risberg is a real maniac behind the
drums. Because he only has 1 and 1/2 arm he has a very unique drumming style and has once
been called "the Def Leppard drummer of death metal" by Asphyx singer Martin van Drunen.
This is also the first album appearance by basist Albert Strachal.
The album has 9 tracks and contains both fast thrash metal songs like "Crawl", "Insanity
Remains" and title track "Ruins Of Reality", but also slower more melodic songs like "Rise" and
"Denialist". But even though they are melodic they don't suffer from lack of aggression and
singer Benjamin Stigestad sounds more pissed off than ever. On the track "Rise" guitarist Steve
Smyth (Forbidden, ex-Nevermore) contributes with a shredding guitar solo.
2013 is an exciting year for Nuclear Salvation. Besides the new album the band will also go on
tour as supporting act for danish death metal band Illdisposed. The tour kicks off on May 9 in
Berlin and will be a blast.

Nuclear Salvation is:
Benjamin Stigestad - Lead vocals
Markus Svensson - Lead- and rhythm guitar
Daniel Jonasson - Rhythm guitar
Andreas Risberg - Drums
Albert Strachal - Bass guitar
Special Guest:
Steve Smyth - Solo guitar on track 4 "Rise"

Discography:
The Beginning Of The End (2011)
Ruins Of Reality (2013)
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